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CHACO blade guides are designed for the installation on table bandsaws. In addition to original equipment by machine manu-

facturers, they are particularly suitable for retrofitting existing machines. The conversion is easy and requires none or only 

minor modifications to the machine. The additional blade guidance improves the quality of the cut and sustainably increases 

the value of the machine. 

With our blade guides a blade width of 4 - 100 mm can be retrofitted. The divided guide elements made of CHACO antifriction 

material allow individual adjustment to the selected blade width. The complete blade guides can be adjusted in height and 

thus on the thickness of the cut material. Each blade guide is also equipped with two back stops, which support the cutting 

pressure on the back of the blade and prevents it from retracting. 

 

M30 VV for blade width from 4 to 35 mm 

The smallest version for hobbyists and professionals, with very compact dimensions of 

W 110, H 95, D 75 mm. 

The bottom and top guide elements consist of a set of rectangular (H-shape) and pointed 

(V-shaped) guides. This combination results in a very stable blade. Thanks to the double-

sided V-shape, this design is particularly suitable for machines with a pivoting table. 

Separate guiding elements in pen form for different sawing blades or, on request, as full 

guiding element (monobloc) for full blade width. 

 

 

 

 

The model M30 is also available in the M30 Hu version with 

a H-shaped lower blade guide. This can be mounted even 

closer to the table and thus provides an additional stability 

increase. W 140, H 150, D 70 mm. 

 

 

 

 

M100 HH for blade width from 40 to 100 mm 

The professional blade guide for precise cuts and high cutting performance on table  

and band saws. W 90, H 114, D 170 mm. 

Very stable, large-sized guiding elements and back stops. 

 

 

All blade guides are delivered with their mounting parts. 

 

 

 

Do you have further questions? Please do not hesitate to contact us! 


